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resident evil games have been cracked before, and capcom has been upfront about its use of drm. pc users will feel like
they're jumping into a sinking ship when they hear about denuvo's latest announcement. you may not be able to argue

against its use, but the fact that a bit of security can be found to save money is mind-blowing. when they get cracked, games
don't go off in the "back" direction. when the game is cracked, people are free to play it on another device. if those people are

short on cash, well, the game will just cost a little bit more. denuvo's one-year cycle comes to an end next month with
resident evil 7, and an argument could be made that its four-year period is coming to its conclusion with resident evil 6. in the
case of denuvo's anti-tamper and similarly sophisticated security solutions, however, it's still just getting started. in the past,
we've witnessed denuvo feature in games like call of duty: black ops 4 and dark souls remastered. call of duty: black ops 4
was notably held back at full frame-rate thanks to a denuvo-tainted build. both franchises were able to back away from the

tactic with a change of heart after coming to see the importance of preserving the experience while combating piracy.
denuvo's been known to occur across multiple games and platforms, with some developers using the software's anti-tamper

feature in more ambitious efforts. rockstar has been known to use denuvo across its games, with grand theft auto v, new
vegas and max payne 3 all boasting the system. ubisoft is also a proponent of denuvo technology, with the software being

implemented in its hit open-world action game watch dogs 2. finally, ever since it played a large role in firewatch, denuvo has
been utilized by the team at campo santo for that game's year-long valve anti-cheat time trial.
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if you want to have
this feature on

your pc, just follow
the instructions

here and you'll be
able to have
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access to this for
all your games. it

will only take a few
clicks, and you can
instantly download

the update.
downloading it in
the first place is
not that big of a
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deal, and it won't
even take any
time at all. this

game has received
the highest

amount of hype
and anticipation
amongst gamers
and potentially
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should have the
best gameplay.
the developers

said that resident
evil 6 would have
a wide character
range and that

they were going to
avoid the old point
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of view approach
that a lot of
resident evil

games have taken.
after some very

positive and
encouraging pre-

launch
development
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phases, resident
evil 6 is fully

expected to be
one of the best

action games ever
made. if you look
at the statistics,

you will notice that
games with
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denuvo never sell
well. not only do
they not sell well
but most of them
are cracked and
pirated rather

quickly. it's quite
clear that denuvo's

anti-tamper
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technology is a
hindrance to the

popularity of video
games. companies

may as well be
glad that it's back
in action in order
to protect their

copyrighted
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material. you’re
still not convinced

that denuvo is
working? well, to
be frank, neither

was i when
capcom

announced that
the pc version of
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resident evil 7
required denuvo,
so i was quick to

contact the
company for an

explanation. after
speaking to the

company’s
marketing director
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thomas goebel, he
explained that

denuvo is a
fantastic tool to
protect games,

and is especially
effective in

protecting resident
evil 7, as the game
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is essentially a
“puzzle” that
needs to be

cracked. the point
being, for the most
part, the content is
protected, but the

denuvo anti-
tamper technology
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is extremely
difficult to crack.
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